Telescopic Rescue System

The Reach Pole Telescopic Rescue System achieves fast delivery of
floatation/rescue and other devices at a distance, over water, ice or
mud, height or depth, or anywhere where a long reach is required

Versatile
Water - Mud - Ice Height - Depth

Designed in conjunction with a leading UK Fire & Rescue division, the system is
ideal for the Emergency Services, Military, Rescue Organisations and others
involved in water, ice and mud rescues
At the core of the system is a lightweight glass fibre or carbon fibre telescopic
pole, to which may be attached a range of rescue appliances or tools. The outer
end of the pole can be supported over water using a floatation ball

Outstanding quality
Fast deployment
Failsafe internal rope
prevents loss
Lifetime guarantee




Pole Length
Extended Stowed

Dia.
Held
Section

Material

Wt.
(kg)

5m

1.8m

35mm

Glass Fibre

2.1

9m

2.1m

45mm

Carbon Fibre

3.1

13m

2.4m

50mm

Carbon Fibre

4.7

17m

2.6m

50mm

Carbon Fibre

5.2


Quickly and accurately positioned
Fast, accurate, simple and effective

Depending on conditions, can be deployed by a single operator
Lightweight

Even the 17m pole would normally require not more than two operators


On water, floatation ball takes the weight of the pole, so permitting precise location



Requires minimal operator training



In use in over 25 countries
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Very low maintenance

Floatation Rescue Collar

Versatile
Marine - Offshore Emergency Services Military - Ports Waterways
Address:
15 Moor Road
Broadstone
Dorset BH18 8AZ

Camera - search and see
at height and underwater

Telephone:
+44 (0)1202 657814
Facsimile:
+44 (0)1202 693005

Versatile
See overleaf for a
myriad of pole uses and
attachments

Email:
info@icbrindle.com
Websites:
icbrindle.com
rescueandrecovery.co.uk

Specification may change with product development

Telescopic Rescue System
Attachments
All of the following items are tools which will fit the universal attachment head, or associated items for storage
or bespoke applications. Every attachment may be affixed to any size pole
If required, we would be pleased to consider creating specific end attachments to suit your particular need.

Please contact us
if you would like
more detail
about particular
attachments
We would be
pleased to consider
creating specific
attachments
to suit your
particular need

